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ABSTRACT: Hydrostatic pressure, as an alternative of chemical pressure to tune the crystal structure and physical properties, is a significant technique for novel function material design and fundamental researches. In this article, we report the phase stability and visible light response of the organolead bromide perovskite, CH₃NH₂PbBr₃ (MAPbBr₃), under hydrostatic pressure up to 34 GPa at room temperature. Two phase transformations below 2 GPa (from Pm-3m to Im-3, then to Pnma) and a reversible amorphization starting from about 2 GPa were observed, which could be attributed to the tilting of PbBr₆ octahedra and destroying of long-range ordering of MA cations, respectively. The visible light response of MAPbBr₃ to pressure was studied by in situ photoluminescence, electric resistance, photocurrent measurements and first-principle simulations. The anomalous band-gap evolution during compression with red-shift followed by blue-shift is explained by the competition between compression effect and pressure-induced amorphization. Along with the amorphization process accomplished around 25 GPa, the resistance increased by 5 orders of magnitude while the system still maintains its semiconductor characteristics and considerable response to the visible light irradiation. Our results not only show that hydrostatic pressure may provide an applicable tool for the organo-halide perovskites based photovoltaic device functioning as switcher or controller, but also shed light on the exploration of more amorphous organo-metal composites as potential light absorber.

INTRODUCTION

Dye-sensitized solar cells adopting organo-metal halide perovskites as light absorbers have recently emerged as a promising photovoltaic technology owing to their low material cost and excellent power conversion efficiency. Since the first report of a long-term durable solid-state perovskite solar cell by Kim et al. in 2012 with a power conversion efficiency of 9.7%, the value has increased to nearly 20% in last three years. The superb photovoltaic performances of organo-metal halides are attributed to the combination of useful properties, such as excellent charge-carrier mobility from inorganic metal-halide octahedral building blocks and their plastic mechanical properties introduced by the organic parts.

The hybrid organo-metal halide compounds adopt perovskite-type crystal structure with a general formula of AMX₃, in which A is an organic ammonium cation, M is Pb²⁺ or Sn²⁺ and X is typically Cl⁻, Br⁻ or small molecular species such as BF₄⁻. The structure consists of a framework of corner-sharing MX₆ octahedra and organic ammonium cations in the dodecahedral A sites. Although the perovskite-type structure seems very simple, the archetypal AMX₃-type perovskites have built-in potential for complex and surprising chemical manipulations, and their optoelectronic properties can be tuned by varying the metal ions, the halide anions,
the organic cation size, or by hetero-elemental doping.\textsuperscript{3, 12-19} For instance, Seok's group\textsuperscript{3} has shown the chemical management in CH\textsubscript{3}NH\textsubscript{2}Pb(I\textsubscript{3}Br\textsubscript{2})\textsubscript{3} for colorful, efficient and stable nanostructured solar cells. The unit cell size and bandgap of the compounds were found to exhibit linear relationships with Br/I ratio, and controllable band-gaps have been achieved to cover almost the entire visible spectrum by simply changing the I/Br ratio in the composition. Kanatzidis's group\textsuperscript{33} reported the lead-free solution-processed solid-state photovoltaic devices based on methylammonium tin iodide CH\textsubscript{3}NH\textsubscript{2}SnI\textsubscript{3} perovskite semiconductors as the light harvester. The replacement of lead by tin represents a step towards the low-cost and environmental friendly solar cells. They also fabricated the chemically substituted CH\textsubscript{3}NH\textsubscript{2}Sn\textsubscript{1-x}Br\textsubscript{x} solid solutions, which exhibited controllably tuning on band-gaps to cover most of the visible light spectrum. Grätzel's group\textsuperscript{33} reported a mixed-organic-cation perovskite photovoltaics for enhanced solar light harvesting by using the mixture of formamidinium (HN=CHNH\textsubscript{3})\textsuperscript{+} and methylammonium (CH\textsubscript{3}NH\textsubscript{3})\textsuperscript{+} in the A site of AB\textsubscript{x}I\textsubscript{3-x} structure. They found this combination could lead to an enhanced short-circuit current than those based on only CH\textsubscript{3}NH\textsubscript{3}\textsuperscript{+}. These chemical modification techniques show great potential as versatile tools to tune the structural and optoelectronic properties of the light-harvesting materials towards better photovoltaic performances.

Hydrostatic pressure, as an alternative of chemical pressure that can efficiently tune the crystal structure and electronic configuration,\textsuperscript{34-40} is a significant technique to modify the physical/chemical properties in current material science. It can not only provide insight into the structure-property relationship, but also find practical applications if the pressure is not too high for sizeable material synthesis (generally <10 GPa). So far, there is no report on pressure tuning on the photovoltaic-related properties of organometal halide perovskites. There are only several pressure-related reports focused on the structure features of the materials and the applied pressure is very limited.\textsuperscript{41, 42} In this article, we report the first attempt by using hydrostatic pressure up to 38 GPa to tune the bandgap and photocurrent properties of the organolead bromide perovskite, CH\textsubscript{3}NH\textsubscript{2}PbBr\textsubscript{3} (MAPbBr\textsubscript{3}). The crystal structure evolutions together with visible light response of MAPbBr\textsubscript{3} were studied by \textit{in situ} x-ray diffraction (XRD), photoluminescence (PL), electrical resistance (ER) and photocurrent measurements. The results not only provide in-depth insight into the structure-property relationship in organometal halides, but also shed light on the future exploration of advanced photovoltaic materials.

**EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS**

**Sample preparation.** The MAPbBr\textsubscript{3} perovskite crystals were prepared with the similar procedure reported before.\textsuperscript{43-45} Briefly, CH\textsubscript{3}NH\textsubscript{2}Br was synthesized firstly by reacting 80.9 g hydrobromic acid (−40 wt%) with 31.6 g methylamine (−40 wt%) in ice bath, and stirring for two hours. The resulting solution was then heated at 50°C for one hour and the colorless CH\textsubscript{3}NH\textsubscript{2}Br crystals formed. The CH\textsubscript{3}NH\textsubscript{2}Br crystals were washed three times with diethyl ether and dried under vacuum. Then equimolar quantities of freshly prepared CH\textsubscript{3}NH\textsubscript{2}Br (1.12 g, 10 mmol) and PbBr\textsubscript{2} (3.67 g, 10 mmol) were mixed in 50 mL N-dimethylformamide (DMF, −40 wt%) at 60°C with overnight stirring to produce a precursor solution. Orange crystals were obtained after treating the solution at 65 °C under vacuum for another 24 hours. The products were stored in sealed glass tube for further characterizations.

**In situ high-pressure characterizations.** A symmetrical diamond anvil cell (DAC) was employed to generate high pressure. A stainless steel gasket was pre-induced to 50 μm in thickness followed by laser-drilling the central part to form a 200 μm diameter hole to serve as the sample chamber. The MAPbBr\textsubscript{3} microcrystals (≤0.1 mg) and a small ruby ball were loaded together in the sample chamber. No pressure-transmitting medium was used and the pressures were determined by the ruby fluorescence method.\textsuperscript{44} The \textit{in situ} high pressure angle-dispersive XRD experiments were carried out at 16 ID-B station of High-Pressure Collaborative Access Team (HPCAT) at the Advanced Phonon Source (APS), Argonne National Laboratory (ANL). A focused monochromatic X-ray beam with about 5 μm in diameter (FWHM) and wavelengths of 0.4066 Å was used for the diffraction experiments. The diffraction pattern were recorded by a two dimensional area PILATUS detector and integrated into one dimensional profile with the Fit2D program.\textsuperscript{45} Structure refinements were performed by using FULLPROF program.\textsuperscript{46}

In situ high-pressure PL spectra were measured by a Raman spectrometer with a 3 mW and 325 nm excitation laser at HPSTAR (Shanghai, China). ER was measured by a four-point-probe resistance measurement system consisting of a Keithley 6221 current source, a 2182A nanovoltmeter and 7001 voltage/current switch system. A DAC device was used to generate pressure up to 38 GPa, and a cubic boron nitride layer was inserted between the steel gasket and diamond anvil to provide electrical insulation between the electrical leads and gasket. Four gold wires were arranged to contact the sample in the chamber for resistance measurement and a quasi four-point-probe connection mode was adopted for the photocurrent measurement (see the insert photos in Figure 6). For the photocurrent measurement, an Autolab PGSTAT128N workstation was used to record the I-V data. A 20 W incandescent lamp was used as the irradiation source (−2 W/cm\textsuperscript{2} on the sample). Because the ER changed along with the applied pressure, dark current at μA level was generated by applying a constant voltage (varies from 0.0001 to 4.0 V at a given pressure point depending on the ER. For example, 0.0001 V at 1.0 GPa and 1.0 V at 20 GPa, respectively).

**First-principles calculations.** Partial Density of State (PDOS) and the pressure-bandgap relations for MAPbBr\textsubscript{3} were calculated using the plane-wave pseudopotential method based on density functional theory with CASTEP package.\textsuperscript{47} The exchange-correlation functional is described by the local density approximation (LDA).\textsuperscript{48} The ion-electron interactions are modeled by the ultrasoft pseudopotentials for all constituent elements, where C 2s\textsuperscript{2}2p\textsuperscript{2}, N 2s\textsuperscript{2}2p\textsuperscript{3}, Pb 6s\textsuperscript{2}5d\textsuperscript{10}6p\textsuperscript{6} and Br 4s\textsuperscript{2}3d\textsuperscript{7}4p\textsuperscript{5} electrons are treated as the valence electrons, respectively. The kinetic energy cutoff of 380 eV and Monkhorst-Pack \textit{k}-point meshes spanning less than 0.04Å\textsuperscript{3} in the Brillouin zone are chosen. The starting structure models were obtained from Inorganic Crystal Structure Database (ICSD #589306). The cell parameters and atomic positions in unit cell of MAPbBr\textsubscript{3} under hydrostatic pressures varied from 0 to 2 GPa (with the interval of 0.5...
The amorphous phase returns to the original MAPbBr₃ crystal structure after high pressure study (see the Experimental Details). A subtle structure transformation occurs, and green emission under UV irradiation (As shown in Fig. S1, S2). The sample was loaded in a symmetrical DAC for in situ high-pressure study (see the Experimental Details). Synchrotron XRD patterns of MAPbBr₃ were collected at different pressures during compression up to 34.0 GPa and decompression. Fig. 1a shows the two-dimensional raw XRD images at four selected pressures during compression. With the increase of pressure, some sharp rings become weaker and new broad rings appear, indicating the onset of structural disorder and partial amorphization. When the applied pressure exceeds 12.5 GPa, almost all of the initial diffraction rings disappear and only four broad rings (1 strong, 3 weak) remain which can be associated with the amorphous phase. The d value of the strongest broad ring (3.5-4.0 Å) is consistent with the nearest Br-Br distance in close-packed Br anions. Fig. 1b shows the integrated XRD profiles during compression and recovered to 0 GPa from the highest pressure applied. A subtle structure transformation occurs at very low pressure (0.4 GPa) with the appearance of several small peaks at 6.3, 7.4 Å (see Fig. 2 and subsequent discussions for details). Another phase transformation occurs from 1.8 GPa as evidenced by the obvious splitting of the peak located around 8.0 Å. Along with the increasing of applied pressure (above ~2 GPa), broad bands aroused by amorphization dominate the XRD profile. Considering that the crystal structure is built up of inorganic skeleton and organic fillings with different bonding strengths, the pressure-induced amorphization is not surprising. However, some peaks from crystalline MAPbBr₃ can remain to relatively high pressures. For instance, weak (011) peak is still observable at 8.9 GPa, and (001) can even remain to 34.0 GPa, the highest pressure applied in this study. Note that these peaks are highly related with the long-range ordered packing of heavy atoms Pb and Br (Fig. 1c). Thus, the pressure-induced amorphous material should retain the cross-linking PbBr₆ octahedra skeleton but with a highly distorted MA molecules. Upon decompression, the amorphous phase returns to the original MAPbBr₃ crystalline form and its XRD pattern can be indexed again by using the Pm-3m unit cell with nearly the same parameters.

At ambient conditions, CH₃NH₃PbBr₃ has a cubic space group Pm-3m. There are three phase transitions reported at low temperatures (i.e. to I4/mcm at 236.3 K, to P4/mmm at 154.0 K, and to Pnma, at 148.8 K), while only one phase transformation from Pm-3m to Ima-3 under high pressure (below 1 GPa) was reported by Swainson et al.⁹ They also suggested an orthorhombic phase with space group Pnma under higher pressure by DFT calculations. Contrarily, in our experiment, we observed the cubic Ima-3 structure as an intermediate phase only existed between 0.4 and 1.1 GPa, and starting from 1.8 GPa an orthorhombic Pnma structure existed until complete amorphization around 4 GPa. Fig. 2 shows the Rietveld refinement profiles for representative XRD data taken at 0, 0.4 and 1.8 GPa. A cubic structure of MAPbBr₃ without H atoms was used as starting model for the ambient pattern, and the refinement gave cell parameter: a = 8.4416(5) Å. For the 0.4 GPa pattern, an enlarged cubic unit cell (Im-3, a = √2a₀) was adopted to cover the weak emerging peaks (as indicated by the green arrows). While above 1.8 GPa, an orthorhombic unit cell with space group Pnma was used to fit the further split diffraction peaks (a = 7.9389(4) Å, b = 11.55(2) Å, c = 8.1544(6) Å). It appears that the tilting distortion of PbBr₆ octahedra dominates the two phase transformations (a’-a” for Im-3, a’b’b’ for Pnma), and the MA cations may not undergo long-range orientation ordering and only contribute to the broad diffraction background. The phase diagram and cell parameters evolution of MAPbBr₃ as a function of pressure are displayed in Fig. 3. The two discontinuous phase transformations during compression are marked by the considerable changes in both cell parameters (a, b, c) and cell volumes (V). These phases are termed as phase I (Pm-3m, ambient pressure), phase II (Im-3, 0.4-1.1 GPa) and phase III (Pnma, above 1.8 GPa). And the ortho-

...
rhombic MAPbBr$_3$ shows an anisotropic compressibility because of the different influence of dumbbell-shape MA molecules on the in-phase and out-of-phase tilting of PbBr$_6$ octahedra.

![Rietveld refinements of MAPbBr$_3$ under different pressures.](image)

**Fig. 2.** Rietveld refinements of MAPbBr$_3$ under different pressures. (a) Refinement of the ambient XRD data with cubic space group $Pm-3m$, $a = 8.444(5)$ Å; (b) Refinement of the 0.4 GPa XRD data with cubic space group $Im-3$, $a = 11.702(5)$ Å; (c) Refinement of the 1.8 GPa XRD with orthorhombic space group $Pnma$, $a = 7.9389(4)$ Å, $b = 11.552(2)$ Å, $c = 8.1544(6)$ Å. (Experimental: red circle; Simulation: blue line; Bragg reflections: green bar; Deviation: gray line). Insert shows the refined crystal structures of MAPbBr$_3$ with PbBr$_6$ octahedra in blue and C/N atoms in gray.

![Unit cell parameters and volume evolutions of MAPbBr$_3$.](image)

**Fig. 3.** Unit cell parameters (a) and volume evolutions (b) of MAPbBr$_3$ as a function of pressure at room temperature.

Space group of I: cubic, $Pm-3m$; II: cubic, $Im-3$; III: orthorhombic, $Pnma$.

![Photoluminescence spectra of MAPbBr$_3$.](image)

**Fig. 4.** Room temperature photoluminescence spectra of MAPbBr$_3$ as a function of pressure during compression (a) and decompression (b). A 325 nm and 3 mW laser was used for irradiation.

One may concern mostly on the pressure effect on the photovoltaic related properties of MAPbBr$_3$ and wonder if high pressure techniques at several GPa level can find application in photovoltaic devices. First of all, we evaluate the band-gap evolution by measuring the *in situ* PL spectra of MAPbBr$_3$ as a function of pressure up to 20.7 GPa. The sample was loaded within a 500 μm culet DAC, irradiated by a 3 mW laser at 325 nm, and the data were taken by using a micro-Raman system. **Fig. 4** shows the stacked PL curves for MAPbBr$_3$ upon compression and decompression. The ambient sample exhibits a green emission centered at 525 nm corresponding to the near-edge band-gap emitting, which is consistent with previous literature.$^5$ An anomalous peak shift was observed upon compression: firstly a gradual red shift in the 0-1 GPa region and followed by a blue shift above 1 GPa. This phenomenon has never been observed before in a crystalline semiconductor because the pressure effect on the electronic structure is usually unidirectional and phase transformations often cause sudden change of properties. In this case, the abnormal PL/band-gap evolutions are attributed to the competition of two forces, compression effect to shorten the bonding length and pressure-induced amorphization to break certain bonds. With increasing pressure, the PL becomes weaker and finally undetectable due to the enhanced nonradioactive processes in the amorphous lattice. Upon pressure releasing, the amorphous MAPbBr$_3$ can regain the green emission located at 520.5 nm, a slight blue-shift compared with the starting material, and restore the ambient crystalline structure.

**Fig. 5a** shows the band-gap evolution of MAPbBr$_3$ as derived from PL data. The band-gap change value $\pm 0.2$ eV from 1 GPa to 5 GPa, is quite an innegligible effect indicating the potential use of hydrostatic pressure as a control tool in photovoltaic devices.

(References cited in the text are available upon request.)
tovoltaic applications. To gain further insight into the anomalous PL behavior of MAPbBr$_3$, first-principles calculations were carried out on both the partial density of states (PDOS) and the evolution of band-gaps under pressure. The results based on orthorhombic MAPbBr$_3$ ($Pnma$) shows that hydrostatic pressure favors to narrow the band-gap (red shift to longer wavelength). The observed blue shift in band-gap can only be contributed by the pressure-induced amorphization, during which the successive overlap of elemental orbital is suppressed by the breaking of long-range orders. Fig. 5b shows the partial contributions of each element to the total density of state. It’s clear that the Br 4$p$ orbital and Pb 6$p$ orbital contribute mostly to the valence band (VB) and conducting band (CB) of MAPbBr$_3$, respectively. So the band-gap narrowing upon compression is mainly due to the shrinkage of PbBr$_6$ octahedra and organic MA cations do not contribute on the band-gap directly.

The electrical conductivity and photocurrent are important characteristics for a semiconductor with practical applications. To explore the conductivity evolution during the pressure-induced amorphization process, we carried out in situ resistance measurement using four-point-probe and quasi-four-point-probe methods within DAC devices (denoted as Cell 1 and Cell 2, see Supporting Information for details). Fig. 6a shows the electrical resistance change of MAPbBr$_3$ as a function of pressure under compression and decompression. In the low pressure region (<2 GPa), no obvious ER changes associated with the above-mentioned two phase transitions are observed. As the applied pressure increases above 2 GPa, both the two samples with different connection configurations show gradually and rapidly increased resistance until reach a plateau around 25 GPa. The maximum resistance reaches 5 orders of magnitude higher than the starting value. Normally, pressure makes atomic distances closer in inorganic semiconductors, which in term the materials performs a better electrical conductivity and even metallization. Here, for MAPbBr$_3$, the increased resistance can be attributed to the pressure-induced amorphization. The phenomenon, giant electrical conductivity change with applied pressure in an optoelectronic material, may provide us some novel applications in photovoltaic devices as switcher or controller.

We also measured the in situ photocurrent of MAPbBr$_3$ under high pressure by using Cell 2. The results are shown in Fig. 6b. The material shows obvious response with the on-off switch of the visible light during the entire measured pressure range. Despite the decrease in a certain degree under higher pressure, amorphous MAPbBr$_3$ also exhibits considerable photocurrent up to 30 GPa and even higher pressures, indicating its semiconductor feature. As discussed above, the pressure-induced amorphous MAPbBr$_3$ is a highly ordered glass, or in another word highly disordered crystalline, inheriting the structure feature of the perovskite skeleton as we can recover it back to pristine crystalline phase upon decompression. If such an amorphous MAPbBr$_3$ can be used as photovoltaic materials, what about other amorphous organometal halides synthesized by ambient-pressure methods? The future exploration towards more amorphous organometal salts with comparable or even better performance than their crystalline form may greatly drive the development of perovskite-sensitized solar cells.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we studied the structural and visible light response of the organolead halide perovskite, MAPbBr$_3$, as a function of pressure up to 34 GPa at room temperature. Two phase transformations and a reversible amorphization were observed, which could be attributed to the tilting of PbBr$_6$ octahedra and the destroying of long-range ordering of MA molecules, respectively. The visible light responses of MAPbBr$_3$ to pressure, including the band-gap shifts, electrical resistance and photocurrent, were studied by in situ high pressure measurements and first-principle simulations. The results show that hydrostatic pressure can greatly affect the crystal structure of organolead halides and their photovoltaic related properties. This demonstration not only provides a possibility of organohalide perovskites applied in photovoltaic devices as switcher or controller, but also sheds light on the exploration of more amorphous organometal composites as potential light absorber.
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